In a recently archived paper by Zhang [1], it is claimed that before turnaround in a cyclic model two unexpected events happen: (1) black holes cease to contract and begin to expand; (2) separated causal patches start to reconnect. We show that both conclusions are erroneous and result from the author's choice of variables.
The article by Zhang [1] addresses the question of the turnaround in an expanding universe characterized by the Friedmann equations
The author introduces the unphysical variables:
and defines x = ρ/ρ C . In terms of the real density and pressure one easily finds:
For back holes of mass M, area A, Babichev, et al [2] correctly found thaṫ
which shows that for p/ρ < −1, the black hole mass always decreases,Ṁ < 0.
By contrast, Zhang chooses to rewrite Eq.(6) in terms of his unphysical variables aṡ
and concludes erroneously that when x = 1/2 the sign ofṀ changes. A second erroneous claim that separate causal patches start to reconnect when x = 1/2, in contradiction to the discussion in [3] , arises from the same nonjudicious choice of variables.
